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Abstract 
The laminar flow patterns and mixing performance of two different micromixers have been investigated an  
quantified using CFD. The micromixer geometries consist of a channel with either diagonal or asymmetric 
herringbone grooves on the channel floor. The numerical esults show that a single helical flow is produced for 
the diagonal mixer, whereas the herringbone mixer cr ates a double helical flow, composed of an alternating 
large and small vortex. Particle tracking of a tracer shows that very little convective mixing occurs in the 
diagonal mixer. However, in the herringbone mixer, very good mixing occurs. Quantitative analysis methods 
that are traditionally used for characterizing macro-scale static mixers have been employed. Calculation of the 
variance of tracer dispersion and the stretching has shown to be well adapted for quantifying the mixing n the 
micromixers. However, methods based on the deformation rate appear to be less suitable. The results are in 
excellent agreement with previous experimental findings. 
 
1 Introduction 
In recent years, microtechnology has been employed for the design of miniaturized devices with micro scale 
internal dimensions, or so-called ‘microreactors’, for the development of microchemical processing [1-3]. 
Amongst the various process engineering components tha  exist, micromixers play an important role. As recently 
discussed by Hessel and Löwe [2], micromixers have a large potential of application in tasks such as mixing, 
blending, emulsification and suspension, as well as for use as reactors and also in combination with in egrated 
heat exchangers. The mixing efficiency in micro-processes is therefore very important for the definitio  of 
process performance and will affect various parameters including heat and mass transfer rates, process operating 
time and cost, as well as product quality. 
Due to the small size of the internal structures in the micromixers, the flow is predominantly laminar. At 
extremely small scales, where channel dimensions of the micromixer are of the order of a few tens of microns, 
different fluid streams mix in just a few seconds due to molecular diffusion. Diffusional transport obeys Fick’s 
law, which can be rearranged to show that the mixing time, t, is proportional to the diffusional path, dl and the 
diffusion constant, D [1]: 
Ddt l /
2∝  (1) 
However, when the dimensions of the channels are sev ral hundreds of microns, mixing by molecular 
diffusion can take tens of seconds. In order to effectively mix at this scale in a reasonable time, fluids must be 
manipulated so that the interfacial surface area between the fluids is increased massively and the diffusional path 
is decreased, thereby enhancing molecular diffusion to complete the mixing process [1]. Various mechanisms for 
contacting and mixing fluids have been reported, including hydrodynamic focussing, manifold splitting and 
recombination, T- and Y-junctions, as well as the inj ction of many substreams … a complete review of these 
mechanisms is given in [1]. In addition, chaotic advection, which enhances the stretching and folding of material 
interfaces, has been shown to be an effective mechanism to enhance mixing in micromixers [4-6]. 
At first sight, one would seek a direct method to characterise the mixing performance of a micromixer. 
However, this is a difficult task. Traditionally used analysis methods, developed for classical mixing systems, 
need to be adapted to the small scale of the micro-system. For example, the determination of mixing times: 
experimentally, the visualisation of the traditionally used colouration-decolouration reaction, involving iodine 
and sodium thiosulfate, is inadequate due to ultimately fast mixing in the micromixer [9]; numerically, the 
simulation of a scalar may be erroneous due to excessiv  numerical diffusion [10, 11]. As a result, over the past 
few years, studies on different types of micromixers have been carried out with the aim of characterizing mixer 
performance using indirect methods. These studies report the use of experimental techniques, such as fluorescent 
microscopy and special chemical reactions, and others use CFD to trace particle trajectories [4-9]. The indirect 
methods used, enable mainly qualitative comparisons of micromixers but do not give quantitative data such as 
mixing times or mixing lengths. Ehrfeld et al. [9] characterized the mixing performance of micromixers that use 
the multilamination mixing principle. They adapted a test reaction, originally developed for the characterization 
of continuously stirred batch reactors, that enables d termination of the mixing quality, as well as analysis of the 
homogeneity of the flow distribution within the mixer. Although their technique allows the direct comparison of 
the mixing performance of different mixers, it does not allow the mixing quality to be quantified or the mixing 
time to be determined. Liu et al. [4] studied the flow in a serpentine microchannel, whose three-dimensional 
structure enhances mixing due to chaotic advection, creating chaotic particle trajectories. The colour va iations 
of a pH indicator were captured through a microscope with a CCD camera in order to quantify the mixing ability 
of the channel. They found that the mixing rate in the channel increases with increasing Reynolds number (Re), 
while remaining in the laminar flow regime. Furthermore, the mixing performance of the serpentine channel was 
found to be highly superior compared with a square wave channel. It was observed for the latter that mixing 
efficiency decreased with increasing Re. In a second study, the same group of authors [5] used CFD simulations 
to detect the amount of chaos present in the serpentine channel. They constructed Poincaré sections in the 
channel for Reynolds numbers from 1 to 20. The results show qualitatively that for Re < 10, the advection is 
predominantly non-chaotic. For Re ≥ 10, however, the Poincaré sections contain large re ions of chaos, which 
explains the increased mixing rate with increasing Re found in [4]. In addition, Poincaré maps in the square 
wave mixer show that no chaos is present, also confirmi g the previous experimental findings. Strook et al. [6, 
7] proposed a microchannel mixer which creates transverse flows that can be used to induce chaotic mixing for 0 
< Re < 100. Helical flows in the mixer are created by placing grooves on the floor of the channel at an oblique 
angle or in the form of staggered herring bones. Mixing was characterized experimentally by analysing confocal 
micrographs of a fluorescent tracer. The degree of mixing was quantified by calculating the standard deviation of 
the intensity distribution of the tracer at different positions along the channel. It was observed that complete 
mixing in the herring bone channel was achieved after less than 3 cm for Peclet numbers (Pe) < 106, whereas the 
channel with straight grooves required a much longer channel length to obtain the same mixing quality. 
Recently, Schönfeld and Hardt [8] have simulated the helical flows produced in the mixer with oblique grooves 
proposed by Strook et al. [6, 7]. The numerical results show that the relative ransverse velocity in the mixer 
compares well with the experimental findings [7]. A scalar concentration field (assuming a diffusion cefficient 
of zero) was also simulated, however only a qualitative analysis was made. Bertsch et al. [12] studied two types 
of micromixers which are based on large-scale static mixer geometries. Experimentally, the pressure drop across 
the mixer was measured and the mixing efficiency was evaluated by visualizing the flow of a coloured liquid. 
Although such visualisation is only qualitative, it enabled indication of the mixer behaviour. A numerical study 
was also carried out using CFD and the mixing effici n y was determined by calculating the trajectories of fluid 
particles. The results show qualitatively how the mixing phenomenon is different for the two mixers, however no 
attempt was made to quantify the mixing quality with this data. 
In this study, the mixing quality in two different micromixer geometries (based on work by Strook et al. 
[6]) has been investigated using CFD. Several different methods (described below), which have been previously 
applied to macro-scale static mixers, are used to assess the mixing performance of the micromixers. A qualitative 
characterisation of the mixing phenomena is firstly carried out by observing the evolution of a 50-50% mixture 
using Lagrangian analysis. These results are then qua tified using statistical methods to calculate th variance. 
The mixing potential of each mixer is also evaluated by comparing the amount of stretching in different regions 
of the system. Finally, the magnitude of the rate of deformation tensor has been calculated with the aim to 




2 Characterization & Quantification Methods 
 Characterization of the mixing performance of large-scale static mixing devices using CFD simulations 
has been described in many publications [13-20]. Several different techniques, both qualitative and quantitative, 
have been reported. Visual representations of mixing allow qualitative analysis and are particularly useful for 
understanding the mixing phenomena in the device. One method, based on a Lagrangian analysis, follows the 
mixing of two fluid streams, which are represented by mass-less fluid tracers [13, 14, 20]. Initially, a large 
number of tracer particles are evenly distributed at the mixer inlet. All of the tracers entering on oe side of the 
mixer represent fluid A, whilst all of the tracers entering on the other side represent fluid B. Plotting he position 
of the tracers at various downstream distances reveals the evolution of the mixing patterns in a 50-50% mixture 
of similar fluids. Another visual Lagrangian tool used to evaluate mixing in static mixers is the Poincaré section 
[15, 17], which relates information on the chaotic nature of the flow. To give a simple definition, chaotic flow is 
characterised by the stretching and folding of fluid elements, which produces an exponential growth of t e fluid 
interface and thus a divergence from initial conditions. Readers are referred to [21] for a detailed discussion of 
chaotic mixing. Poincaré sections are generated by tracking tracers through the flow and recording their cross-
sectional positions at different downstream coordinates. The cross-sectional positions are then super-imposed to 
form a 2D plot. The disposition of the points in the Poincaré map reveals the chaotic nature of the flow: chaotic 
flow regions appear as random clouds of points, whereas non-chaotic flow regions appear as zones without 
points or with closed curves [15]. 
In order to quantify the homogeneity of a mixture, a statistical analysis of the concentration in samples 
from the mixture, which is based on Danckwerts ‘intensity of segregation’ concept [22], can be used [13-15, 17, 
19, 20]. The intensity of segregation approach is ba ed on the variance (s2) of the concentration at different 
regions in space with respect to the mean concentration. In the case of mass-less tracer particles, a number-based 















where M is the number of cells (= n × m), Ni is the number of tracer particles in cell i and N  is the mean number 






I s =  (3) 
where ( )NNs −= 12max . An intensity value of 1 corresponds to complete segregation, whilst a value of 0 
indicates perfect mixing. A similar statistical method involves calculation of the coefficient of variation, COV, 
which is the standard deviation normalised by the mean. Again, when the COV is zero, an ideal homogenisation 
of the mixture is obtained. For discrete particle tracks, the number-based coefficient of variation is expressed as: 
N
s
COV =  (4) 
Following this, a simple quantitative estimate of the mixing rate can be obtained via the following equation [23]: 
( )BxA
N
s −= exp  (5) 
where B is the rate of decrease of the coefficient of variation per unit length of the mixer, which corresponds to 
the mixing rate and A is the coefficient of variation of the unmixed inlet stream. 
Other criteria often used to quantify mixing are stretching and the finite-time Lyapunov exponent [14, 








=λ  (6) 
where dX is the magnitude of initial stretch vector at t0 and dx is the magnitude of the stretch vector at some 
time t. The rate of stretching experienced by the fluid elements in a region of the flow is directly proporti nal to 
the amount of inter-material surface generated in that region [14]. The rate of mixing is thereby determined by 
the stretching rate, which increases the inter-material area by which diffusion can occur and decreases the 
diffusional distance. Fluid elements experiencing high stretching correspond to regions of good mixing, whereas 
low stretching rates correspond to zones of poor mixing. The exponential growth of stretching, which is a 
defining feature of chaotic flow, is characteristic of the mixing efficiency. In a time periodic system, the chaotic 





lim  (7) 
In a spatially periodic flow, the direct analogy of the Lyapunov exponent is the specific stretching per period, α, 





























g , the geometric mean of the stretching values for N points at each periodic plane. 
The rate of increase of inter-material area between two initially segregated components can also be related to the 












=β  is a mixing parameter defined as the ratio of the int rfacial area at time t to its initial value and 
the rate of strain tensor is defined as ( )Tvv ∇+∇=
2
1
D . The magnitude of the rate of deformation tensor, ξ, 
represents the upper limit for the local rate of intermaterial area generation and enables identification of the 





jiij DDD:D  (10) 
 The rate of strain tensor has also been used to quantify the dispersive mixing efficiency of a system. The 
dispersive mixing coefficient [25], which assesses the importance of elongational flow over rotational flow in 
mixing systems, is defined as: 
ω+ξ
ξ=φ  (11) 
where ω  is the magnitude of the vorticity tensor and ( )Tvv ∇−∇=ω
2
1
. This coefficient is particularly 
interesting for the assessment of mixers for two-phase flow applications: large values of the coefficient indicate 
enhanced dispersion of one phase into the other [25, 26]. 
 
3 Mixer Geometry 
The mixer geometries used in this study have been taken from Strook et al. [6]. The first mixer is the diagonal 
mixer (DM) consisting of a channel (w = 200 µm, h = 70 µm, L = 0.01 m) with grooves placed at 45° on the 
channel floor, as shown in Figure 1 (a). The grooves have an amplitude of αh µm, where α = 0.2, and have a 
wave vector, q, equal to 2π/200 µm−1. The second geometry is the staggered herringbone mix r (SHM), shown 
in Figure 1 (b). This mixer consists of a rectangular channel (w = 200 µm, h = 77 µm, L = 0.01 m) with grooves 
in the form of asymmetric herringbones. Here, the grooves have a wave vector of 2π/100 µm−1 and α = 0.23. The 
SHM is composed of several mixing cycles, whereby a mixing cycle comprises two sequential regions of 
grooves, i.e. two half-cycles. The direction of asymmetry of the herringbones switches with respect to he 




4 Numerical Methods 
The numerical simulation of the flow and mixing in the micromixers has been performed using CFX5 [27]. This 
is a general purpose commercial CFD package that solves the Navier-Stokes equations using a finite volume 
method via a coupled solver. The procedure has beencarried out in two steps. Firstly, the velocity and pressure 
fields in the mixer are solved. These values are then used to calculate particle trajectories within te flow field. 
 
4.1 Flow Computation 
A mesh composed of approximately 1 930 000 tetrahedral, prismatic and pyramidal elements (≅ 580 000 nodes) 
was used. The prismatic elements are located adjacent to the walls and ensure that the boundary layer is p operly 
resolved. A preliminary grid convergence study was c rried out in order to verify that the solution is grid 
independent. The boundary condition at the system inlet was a uniform velocity profile with vx = 0.02 ms
−1 and 
vy = vz = 0 ms
−1. This corresponds to a laminar flow regime with a Reynolds number (Re) ≅ 2. At the outlet, a 
constant pressure condition (P = 0) was imposed and no-slip boundary conditions were applied at all walls. 
Water at 25 °C and 1 atm was used as the operating fluid. The CFX5.5 solver was used to solve the momentum 
and continuity equations in the steady-state for the fluid flow in the micromixers. The advection terms in each 
equation were discretized using a bounded second order differencing scheme. Simulations were typically 
considered converged when the normalised root mean square (RMS) residuals for the velocities fell below 
1×10−6. 
 
4.2 Particle Tracking 
In this study, where the particle tracers are mass-le  fluid particles and the flow is steady, the particle 
trajectories correspond to streamlines. The movement of the particle tracers in the flow is determined by 







In order to obtain a sufficient degree of accuracy when integrating the equation of motion, a fourth order Runge-
Kutta scheme with adaptive step size has been employed. Nevertheless, this does not entirely eliminate the 
problem of tracer particles being stopped between the inlet and outlet of the mixer. This happens when the 
particle trajectories are trapped near the walls where the local velocity is close to zero. 
 
 
5 Results & Discussion 
5.1 Flow Patterns and Pressure Drop 
Figure 2 shows the Y-Z vector plots at two different axial positions in the DM and the SHM. For both mixers, it 
can be seen that the flow is complex and has a strong transverse component. This change of direction occurs 
when the fluid hits the upper edge of the grooves on the floor of the channel. Comparison of the flow produced 
by the two mixers shows that a single helical flow pattern is created with the DM, whereas a double helical flow 
is observed for the SHM, which is in agreement with experimental results obtained for a range of Re < 100 [6]. 
This double helical flow comprises a large vortex and  small vortex that alternates from one side of the channel 
to the other, depending on the direction of asymmetry of the herringbone grooves. 
 The pressure drop across the length of the mixer (≈ 1 cm) was calculated to be 630 Pa for the DM and 





5.2 Visualisation of Mixing 
In order to visualise the mixing phenomena in the DM and the SHM, mass-less fluid particles have been tracked 
as they proceed through the mixer, as described in section 3.2. Initially, 2480 evenly distributed particles are 
placed on the right hand side of the mixer inlet. At different axial positions along the mixer, the Y-Z positions of 
the particles are represented for the DM and SHM, as shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. All of the maps 
given in Figures 3 and 4 are presented as though one is looking at the flow from the mixer outlet. 
Looking at Figure 3, it can be seen that the helical flow in the DM is rotating in an anti-clockwise 
direction. Close to the bottom of the channel, the fluid elements are stretched in a transverse direction due to the 
oblique grooves on the channel floor. In the centre part of the channel, the mass-less particles appear to move 
closer to one another as they move into the middle of the vortex. After 1 cm of mixer length, the fluid tracers 
have rotated almost 360°, however little dispersion of the tracer is observed. In fact, it appears that e tracer 
particles follow the helical flow and experience very little stretching that could increase the interfacial area 
between the two components. These maps, being consiste t with previous experimental results, are as expected 
and that show that much more than 3 cm of mixer length for the DM is required to obtain adequate mixing [6]. 
The position of the tracer particles in the SHM, Figure 4, shows that the helical movement in this mixer 
is not at all like that in the DM. After a very short length, in the second half-cycle of the SHM, part of the tracers 
moves to the left hand side of the mixer (Figure 4 (c)). This is due to the change in asymmetry of the herringbone 
grooves from the first half-cycle to the second half-cycle. Consequently, two helical flows form, rotating towards 
the centre of the mixer. Twisting finger-like struct res can be seen to evolve from the third half-cycle (Figure 4 
(d)) and agree well with the experimental images of a fluorescent tracer reported by Strook et al. [6]. From here 
on, the width of these fluid lamellae decreases every half-cycle and the mixing improves. After 1 cm of mixer 
length, there is a fairly good distribution of the tracers on both sides of the mixer. It is interesting to note, 
however, that at the vertical centre line of the mixer, a clear division between the left and the right hand sides of 
the mixer still exists and therefore the flow is still not entirely mixed. This is agreement with the experimental 
observations [6] and suggests that additional mixer length is required to obtain adequate mixing. Strook et al. [6] 
found that 3 cm of the SHM will fully mix flow with a Peclet number < 106. 
 
Figure 3 & Figure 4 
 
5.3 Quantification of Mixing Quality 
5.3.1 Variance of Tracer Dispersion 
In order to evaluate the homogeneity of the mixing patterns presented in section 4.2, the spread of a tracer was 
quantified by calculating the variance. To do this, a 5 × 2 Y-Z grid of equal-sized cells (each cell having 
approximate dimensions of 40 µm × 40 µm) is placed over the mixer cross-section. Equation (2) is then used to 
calculate the variance. It should be noted that the grid size used here may limit the resolution of the c aotic flow 
to a slight extent by filtering out the very small scale patterns that may be smaller than the grid. In order to obtain 
a very accurate resolution, a finer grid would need to be used. However this would require a much larger number 
of particles to be tracked, which would demand an extremely long computation time. Nevertheless, the grid size 
employed in this study enables the performance of the two mixer geometries to be compared and is therefore 
regarded as sufficient in the context of this study. 
 Figure 5 compares the variance for the DM and SHM as a function of distance along the mixer, X. It 
can be seen that the variance for the DM decreases in an unordered manner with random periods where the 
variance increases. During the first 2/3 of the mixer length (between X =0 m and X = 0.0068 m), the variance 
oscillates around a value of about 0.85. Referring to Figure 3, it can be seen that in this part of the mixer, the 
tracer is in the upper part of the channel and does n t undergo any significant stretching. However, btween X = 
0.0068 m and X = 0.0098 m, a steady decrease in the variance is observed as the tracer stretches across the 
undulated channel floor. The variance starts to increase again from X = 0.0098 m, which corresponds to the 
movement of the bulk of the tracer particles towards the upper half of the channel.  
For the SHM, the variance decreases in an exponential manner with a defined periodic oscillation. The 
periodic behaviour occurs approximately every 0.002 m, which corresponds to the periodicity of the geom try. 
Physically, the increase and the decrease of the variance in each period can be explained by the position of the 
staggered herringbone grooves (being left- or right-shifted) with respect to the incoming tracer particles. When 
the centre of the herringbone grooves is shifted towards the left, the particles close to the floor of the mixer are 
pulled to the right. In an opposing manner, when the herringbones are right-shifted, the particles are pulled to the 
left. Consider the grey particles in Figure 4, which enter the mixer on the right-hand side. In the first half-cycle 
of the geometry, when looking from the outlet, the centre of the herringbone grooves is shifted towards the left. 
The particles entering on the right are of course not being drawn towards the left, but are experiencing a 
densification on the right hand side of the reactor (Figure 4 (b)). This explains why the variance increases during 
the first half-cycle of the geometry. In the second half of the first cycle, the herringbones are right-s ifted. As a 
result, the particles close to the grooves are now being pulled towards the left hand side of the mixer (Figure 4 
(c)). The particles become more spread out and the variance consequently decreases until the end of this half-
cycle. In the first half of the second cycle, there a  now some particles in the left half of the mixer. However, 
these particles are not situated close enough to the grooves and therefore undergo little stretching towards the 
right hand side. On the right hand side, however, the particles move closer together, which increases th  local 
concentration and therefore variance.  
 Continuing along the length of the mixer, there is a continual exchange of particles between the left and 
right hand sides of the mixer and the particle distribu ion becomes more uniform. As a result, the oscillations in 
the variance start to dampen out, as seen in Figure 5. Had the particles been released from the left hand side of 
the mixer, and not the right, the oscillations in the variance would have been reversed. This means that a 
decrease in the variance would be observed in the first half-cycle, followed by an increase in the second half-





The degree of inter-material surface generation at the interface of a 50%-50% mixture is evaluated by calculating 
rate of stretching experienced by the fluid elements i  that region of the flow. Initially, the interface between the 
two components is at the vertical centreline of the inl t, as shown in Figures 3 (a) and 4 (a). The accumulated 
mean stretching at 14 different vertical positions along the interface was calculated with equation (6). At each 
vertical position, two points are initially situated on either side of the interface with an initial stretch vector dX 
magnitude of 2 µm., The geometric mean of the stretching values for all 14 positions along the interface is then 
computed at each periodic plane along the mixer. 
 Figure 6 compares the logarithm (base 10) of the geometric mean of stretching, <λg> at the interface of 
the 50%-50% mixture as a function of axial position f r the DM and SHM. For the DM, the mean stretching 
remains low during the first 0.004 m of the mixer and then increases until 0.006 m. This increase corresponds to 
the movement of the interface towards the grooves on the floor of the channel (see Figure 3 (f)). The str tching 
rate then remains more or less steady until the end of the mixer. These results suggest that the increase in the 
stretching rate of the interface is dependent on the period of the helical movement of the flow. 
 The mean stretch of the interface for the SHM, on the other hand, grows at a more or less steady 
exponential rate with the axial position. This corresponds to an exponential generation of interfacial area 




5.3.3 Deformation rate 
The magnitude of the rate of deformation tensor, ξ, has been calculated for both the diagonal and herringbone 
mixers with aim to identify the zones in the flow tha  have the greatest potential for mixing [16, 20]. The spatial 
distributions of ξ for both mixers are given in Figure 7. Figures 7 (a) and 7 (b) give an overhead view of the iso-
contours of the maximum values of ξ (greater than 1000 s−1) just above the ridges in the microchannel. It can be 
seen that for both mixers, the maximum values of ξ ccur on the central part of the ridges of the channel floor. 
The spatial distribution of ξ at X = 0.025 m, is shown in Figures 7 (c) and 7 (d) for both the DM and the SHM, 
respectively (blue denotes low values of ξ and red denotes high values of ξ, ranging from 10 s−1 to 1000 s−1). 
These images show that the maximum values of ξ are restricted to the proximity of the ridges, however high 
values of ξ are also observed on the ceiling of the channel. I the centre of the channels and in the grooves, th 
lowest values of ξ are found. These distributions vary little with the axial position along the mixer. Surprisingly, 
the distribution and the values of ξ throughout both the DM and the SHM are very similar. According to 
Middleman [24], the rate of deformation is proportinal to the rate of increase of inter-material area (equation 
(9)). This suggests that capacities of the DM and the SHM to generate inter-material surface area are equivalent, 
which is in obvious disagreement with the particle tracking and stretching results presented in sections 5.2 and 
5.3.2. It appears therefore that this type of quantifica ion using the magnitude of the deformation rate is not 





CFD simulations have been performed in order to investigate the flow patterns and mixing quality in 
micromixers. The results show that very different mixing qualities can be obtained with very small modifications 
in the geometry. Good mixing occurs in the herringbone mixer within a short distance. This is due to the
formation of two helical flows, with alternating large and small vortices, which rotate in opposite dir ct ons. For 
a similar pressure drop, however, the diagonal mixer cr ates a single helical flow and very little mixing takes 
place. 
A quantitative study of the mixers has been carried out using analysis methods that are traditionally 
employed for the characterization of macro-scale static mixers. Calculation of the variance of the dispersion of 
particle tracers has enabled the quality of mixing to be quantified. This method correctly evaluates the superior 
mixing capacity of the herringbone mixer over the diagonal mixer and can lead to the evaluation of a mixing 
length required for good mixing. However, in order to obtain a more accurate resolution of the variance, a much 
larger number of particles needs to be tracked, which would require an extremely long computation time. 
Calculation of the mean stretching of fluid filaments throughout the channel appears to be a good method for 
comparing the capacity of each micromixer to generate inter-material area between two components. On the 
other hand, the quantification method based on the magnitude of the deformation rate, which has previously been 
used for providing a measure of the rate of inter-material area generation [14, 18] in macro-scale static mixers, 
does not appear to be well adapted to the micromixers studied here. 
Future work will be directed towards both the experim ntal investigation of such devices, with the aim 
of providing detailed validation data, and the use of CFD to optimise the design of micromixers for particular 
applications. 
 
7 Symbols Used 
7.1 Latin symbols 
at interfacial area at time t (m
2) 
A coefficient (-) 
B coefficient (m-1) 
dl diffusional path (m) 
dx stretch vector at time t (m) 
dX initial stretch vector (m) 
D diffusion constant (m2s−1) 
D rate of strain tensor (s-1) 
h channel height (m) 
i cell number (-) 
Is intensity of segregation (-) 
k constant (-) 
l characteristic length (m) 
L channel length (m) 
m number of cells in z-direction (-) 
M number of cells for statistical analysis (-) 
n number of cells in y-direction (-) 
N number of tracer particles per periodic plane (-) 
Ni number of tracer particles in cell i (-) 
N  mean number of tracer particles per cell (-) 
P pressure (Pa) 
q wave vector (µm−1) 
s standard deviation (-) 
s2 variance (-) 
t time (s) 
t0 initial time (s) 
vx,y,z x-, y-, z-velocity components (ms
−1) 
w channel width (m) 
 
7.2 Greek symbols 
α amplitude factor (-) 
αp specific stretching (-) 
β mixing parameter (-) 
δ Lyapunov exponent (-) 
φ dispersive mixing coefficient (-) 
λ stretching (-) 
gλ  geometric mean stretching (-) 
Λg logarithm (base 10) of gλ  (-) 
µ viscosity (Pa.s) 
ρ density (kg.m−3) 
ω vorticity tensor (s-1) 
ξ magnitude of D (s−2) 
 
7.3 Dimensionless numbers 
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List of Figures 
Figure 1: Mixer geometries used in this work (from Strook et al. [6]). (a) Diagonal mixer and (b) staggered 
herring-bone mixer. 
Figure 2: Y-Z velocity vector plots at different axial planes for the DM and SHM. 
Figure 3: Evolution of the positions of particle tracers along the diagonal mixer. The micro channel cross-
section is represented as a simple rectangle with a height of 84 µm (which includes the ridge depth) and a width 
of 200 µm. 
Figure 4: Evolution of the positions of particle tracers along the staggered herringbone mixer. The micro 
channel cross-section is represented as a simple rectangle with a height of 97.71 µm (which includes the ridge 
depth) and a width of 200 µm. 
Figure 5: Evolution of the variance of tracer dispersion along the diagonal and herringbone mixers. 
Figure 6: Logarithm of the mean stretching values as a functio  of axial position in the mixer. 
Figure 7: Magnitude of the deformation rate, ξ. (a) & (b) maximum values of ξ (greater than 1000 s−1) for the 
DM and SHM. (c) & (d) spatial distribution of ξ at X = 0.0025 m for the DM and SHM (blue corresponds to low 
values of ξ and red corresponds to high values of ξ, ranging from 10 s−1 to 1000 s−1). 
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